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Increasing Educator Diversity Plan


Recruitment - Hiring & Selection - Retention
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District: Avon Public Schools


Team Leads:


Roberto Medic, Assistant Superintendent of Schools


Tasonn Haynes, Diversity & Inclusion Coordinator


TeamMembers:


Stephanie Lockhart, Principal, Avon High School


Jamal Lee, Assistant Principal, Avon High School


Chaker Dridi, World Language Teacher, Avon High School


Olivia Barnes, Social Worker, Avon High School


Rose-Marie Mouning, Social Worker, Pine Grove School


Tiffany Gooding; School Psychologist


Avon Public Schools Equity Statement:


The Avon Board of Education and the Avon Public Schools (together, known as the “District”)


value diversity of backgrounds, beliefs, and perspectives and are committed to promoting an


equitable and inclusive environment. All students and staff, regardless of race, religion, color,


national origin, ancestry, age, sex, sexual orientation, disability, gender identity or expression,


or any other characteristic have the right to access opportunities and supports available


throughout the District’s educational programs.


The District recognizes that societal bias, discrimination, intolerance, and other forms of


discriminatory practices can create barriers to student progress in public education. The


District is therefore committed to continue working toward identifying and addressing any


barriers or practices that can lead to disparities among various groups in the school community,


and enhancing cultural competence throughout the District’s educational programs, for both


students and staff.


We remain committed to promoting an equitable and inclusive educational environment that


provides all members of the school community with opportunities, support, and resources that


facilitate learning and growth. To that end, we use our mission and statement of beliefs,


detailed in the Blueprint for Excellence, to guide and inform our decisions, areas of focus, and


actions.


Increasing Educator Diversity Vision Statement:


Fostering a Diverse Community of Educators for an Empowered Future


At Avon Public Schools, we envision a future where our district thrives as a diverse and inclusive


community, rich with educators who reflect the varied backgrounds, cultures, and experiences of


our student body. We are committed to proactively increasing educator diversity and cultivating


an environment where all individuals feel seen, valued, respected, and empowered.


Our vision is centered around the belief that a diverse community of educators enhances the


educational experience for all students. We recognize that a more diverse teaching staff provides


unique perspectives, cultural competency, and a broader range of role models that enrich the
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learning environment. By embracing diversity, we aim to foster an inclusive culture that


celebrates individuality and promotes equal opportunities for every student.


Theory of Action:


If we proactively work to surmount the barriers to the recruitment, hiring, and retention of staff


that is representative of our linguistically and culturally diverse student population, then we


will create an environment that enriches educational experiences, promotes cultural


understanding, and prepares students for success in a global society.


* Based on an internal review of Human Resources data, as a district, retention of candidates


from diverse backgrounds is not our primary issue concerning increasing educator diversity,


but rather the recruitment, hiring and selection.
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Recruitment


Goal (What are we trying to do?)


Expand the applicant pool of candidates who are racially, ethnically, linguistically, and


culturally diverse.


WhoManages the goal?


Roberto Medic - Assistant Superintendent of Schools


Tasonn Haynes - Diversity & Inclusion Coordinator


Strategies/Key Activities (How are we going to do it?)


Attend Diversity-Focused Job Fairs and Events: Participate in job fairs and


events specifically designed to attract diverse candidates. These events may be organized


by educational institutions, community organizations, or diversity-focused professional


associations. Ensure that district representatives actively engage with potential


candidates and provide information about Avon Public Schools' commitment to diversity


and inclusion.


Include diverse staff at recruitment fairs


Collaborate with Colleges and Universities: Develop partnerships with colleges


and universities that have diverse student populations and strong education programs.


Engage with career services offices, faculty members, and student organizations to


promote job opportunities within Avon Public Schools. Request assistance in sharing job


postings and organizing recruitment events on campus. (Leverage HBCU, Greek


fraternity and sorority connections.)


Cultivate Relationships with Alternative Certification Programs: Connect with


alternative certification programs that attract candidates from diverse backgrounds.


These programs often cater to individuals who are transitioning into teaching from other


professions or have non-traditional pathways to certification. Establish relationships


with program administrators to promote Avon Public Schools as a desirable destination


for diverse candidates.


Explore “grow your own” programs: Connect with various school districts, to


learn, and assess implementation of “EdRising” programs to determine if this would be a


strategy for future implementation at APS.


Who Owns This?


Roberto Medic - Assistant Superintendent of Schools


Tasonn Haynes - Diversity & Inclusion Coordinator


ByWhen?


Spring 2025


Indicators of Progress: (How will we know if we are on track for success?)


District representation at hiring fairs; especially those specific to candidates of color
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Established communication channels at all Connecticut state colleges and universities,


with additional microtargeting of various Public & Private universities.


Increased number of ethnically and racially diverse applicants demonstrating interest in


employment at Avon Public Schools


Resources Required: (What people, time, money, and technology will be needed?)


Creation of recruitment materials, tablecloths, handouts, giveaways, etc.


Time to proactively establish relationships with various schools and alternative routes to


certification programs.


Potential travel expenses to engage with HBCUs


Chromebooks for completion of application at various fair


District Website adjustment to reflect the focus of our recruitment efforts


Risks &Mitigation: (What could go wrong? How will we make that less likely to


happen?)


Recruitment fairs vary in their effectiveness in recruiting applicants


A smaller applicant pool of educators who are ethnically and culturally diverse


Lack of interest in working in a suburban setting that is not already known to be a


diverse working environment


The aforementioned requires our recruitment efforts to be multifaceted.


Community/Engagement Efforts: (Who needs to be consulted/engaged?What


needs to be communicated? ToWhom?)


All APS personnel with an affiliation with recruitment need to be abreast of the hiring


process and pertinent information related to prospective candidates


HR should collaborate with diverse members of the staff to develop recruitment


materials.


Ensure that diverse representation is utilized to complement engagement efforts
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Hiring & Selection


Goal (What are we trying to do?)


Evaluate current interview practices to ensure they are equitable and conducive to


attracting highly qualified candidates who are racially, ethnically, and culturally diverse.


WhoManages the goal?


Roberto Medic - Assistant Superintendent of Schools


Tasonn Haynes - Diversity & Inclusion Coordinator


Strategies/Key Activities (How are we going to do it?)


Diverse representation during the interview process


Articulate APS goals centered on Increasing Educator Diversity


Ensure all interview committees follow uniform processes, and include opportunities for


candidates to expound on qualifications and/or experiences that align with our Blueprint


for Excellence.


Who Owns This?


Roberto Medic - Assistant Superintendent


Tasonn Haynes - Diversity & Inclusion Coordinator


ByWhen?


Spring 2025


Indicators of Progress: (How will we know if we are on track for success?)


Review participation rates of current diverse staff in interview participation.


Utilize interview questions or performance tasks that grant candidates an opportunity


for candidates to expound on qualifications and/or experiences that align with our


Blueprint for Excellence.


Resources Required: (What people, time, money, and technology will be needed?)


Coverage for diverse staff participating on interview committees


Time to reevaluate current interview questions, and create a bank of questions that speak


specifically to the importance of diversity, equity, and inclusion.


Risks &Mitigation: (What could go wrong? How will we make that less likely to


happen?)


The applicant pool for diverse educators tends to be rather slim based on the overall


need in the state of Connecticut.


diverse applicants may feel more comfortable demonstrating interest in already


well-known towns that are historically more diverse.
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The availability of diverse staff may prove to be a challenge, considering the small


number of diverse staff currently present in APS. This factor is only exacerbated by the


irregularity in the timing of hiring.


Misalignment between communication and action. Regularly evaluate the recruitment


and hiring process to ensure that it aligns with Avon Public Schools’ statement on equity,


and make adjustments where necessary.


The creativity and persistence of our efforts will aid in mitigating some of the possible


risks.


Community/Engagement Efforts: (Who needs to be consulted/engaged?What


needs to be communicated? ToWhom?)


Communication to all individuals who will be a part of any interview committee


APS Increasing Educator Diversity goals and rationale.


Anti-bias in hiring professional development.
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Retention


Goal (What are we trying to do?)


Retain our current diverse staff and any newly hired diverse staff.


WhoManages the goal?


Roberto Media - Assistant Superintendent of Schools


Tasonn Haynes - Diversity & Inclusion Coordinator


All Avon Public School Administrators and personnel


Strategies/Key Activities (How are we going to do it?)


Building opportunities for our current diverse staff to meet with and forge


relationships with newly hired diverse staff.


Continued ALL STAFF PD centered on Cultural Competency


Continued district recognition of the rich diversity present in Avon.


Partner with other school districts to learn more about the effectiveness of


implemented affinity groups.


Who Owns This?


All District employees


ByWhen?


Spring 2025


Indicators of Progress: (How will we know if we are on track for success?)


Retention of diverse staff


Focused, consistent check-in with diverse staff


Diverse staff feel recognized and have a sense of belonging


Resources Required: (What people, time, money, and technology will be needed?)


Time commitment of Assistant Superintendent and Diversity & Inclusion Coordinator


Funding for possible check-in events (refreshments, etc).


Infrastructure created to allow space for diverse staff to have an outlet.


Risks &Mitigation: (What could go wrong? How will we make that less likely to


happen?)


Diverse staff not feeling supported and/or a sense of belonging


Micro /Macro aggressions toward or in reference to diverse staff


Packed professional development schedules, so prioritizing cultural competency in PD


will prove to send a positive message about our district priorities.


Time to partner with neighboring districts that have already begun the work and


implementation of the creation of a diverse affinity group.
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Community/Engagement Efforts: (Who needs to be consulted/engaged?What


needs to be communicated? ToWhom?)


Increased outreach from building-level Administrators to intentionally check in with


diverse staff.


The assignment of mentors to support diverse staff in each building.
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COVER PAGE


District: Avon Public Schools


Vision:


At Avon Public Schools, we envision a future where our district thrives as a diverse and inclusive community, rich with educators who reflect the varied backgrounds, cultures, and experiences of our 
student body. We are committed to proactively increasing educator diversity and cultivating an environment where all individuals feel seen,  valued, respected, and empowered.


Our vision is centered around the belief that a diverse community of educators enhances the educational experience for all students. We recognize that a more diverse teaching staff provides unique 
perspectives, cultural competency, and a broader range of role models that enrich the learning environment. By embracing diversity, we aim to foster an inclusive culture that celebrates individuality and 
promotes equal opportunities for every student.


Theory of Action
If we proactively work to surmount the barriers to the recruitment, hiring, and retention of staff that is representative of our linguistically and culturally diverse student population, then we will create an 
environment that enriches educational experiences, promotes cultural understanding, and prepares students for success in a global society. 


Team Lead: Roberto Medic, Assistant Superintendent of Schools; Tasonn Haynes, Diversity & Inclusion Coordinator


Team Members:
Stephanie Lockhart, Principal, Avon High School; Jamal Lee, Assistant Principal, Avon High School; Chaker Dridi, World Language Teacher, Avon High School; Olivia Barnes, Social Worker, Avon High 
School; Rose-Marie Mouning, Social Worker, Pine Grove School; Tiffany Gooding; School Psychologist







RECRUITMENT
Goal Who Manages the 


Goal?
Strategies/Key Activities


(How are we going to do it?)
Indicators of Progress Resources Required Risks and Mitigation Communication/ 


Engagement Efforts(What are we trying to 
do?)


(name, position) What? Who Owns This? By When? (How will we know if we are on 
track for success?)


(What people, time, 
money, and 


technology will be 
needed?)


(What could go 
wrong? How will we 
make that less likely 


to happen?)


(Who needs to be 
consulted/ engaged? 


What needs to be 
communicated?


To whom?)


Expand the applicant 
pool of candidates 
who are racially, 


ethnically, 
linguistically, and 
culturally diverse.


- Roberto Medic - 
Assistant 
Superintendent of 
Schools
- Tasonn Haynes - 
Diversity & Inclusion 
Coordinator


-Attend Diversity-Focused Job Fairs and 
Events: Participate in job fairs and events 
specifically designed to attract diverse 
candidates. These events may be organized by 
educational institutions, community 
organizations, or diversity-focused 
professional associations. Ensure that district 
representatives actively engage with potential 
candidates and provide information about 
Avon Public Schools' commitment to diversity 
and inclusion.                                                                                                                                                    
- Include diverse staff at recruitment fairs
- Collaborate with Colleges and Universities: 
Develop partnerships with colleges and 
universities that have diverse student 
populations and strong education programs. 
Engage with career services offices, faculty 
members, and student organizations to 
promote job opportunities within Avon Public 
Schools. Request assistance in sharing job 
postings and organizing recruitment events 
on campus. (Leverage HBCU, Greek fraternity 
and sorority connections.)
- Cultivate Relationships with Alternative 
Certification Programs: Connect with 
alternative certification programs that attract 
candidates from diverse backgrounds. These 
programs often cater to individuals who are 
transitioning into teaching from other 
professions or have non-traditional pathways 
to certification. Establish relationships with 
program administrators to promote Avon 
Public Schools as a desirable destination for 
diverse candidates. 
- Explore “grow your own” programs:  
Connect with various school districts, to 
learn, and assess implementation of 
“EdRising” programs to determine if this 
would be a strategy for future implementation 
at APS.   


- Roberto Medic - 
Assistant 
Superintendent of 
Schools
- Tasonn Haynes - 
Diversity & Inclusion 
Coordinator


Spring 2025 - District representation at  
hiring fairs; especially those 
specific to candidates of color
- Established communication 
channels at all of the 
Connecticut state colleges and 
universities, with additional 
microtargeting of various 
Public & Private universities. 
- Increased number of 
ethnically and racially diverse 
applicants demonstrating 
interest in employment at Avon 
Public Schools
                                                                                  


- Creation of 
recruitment materials, 
table cloths, handouts, 
giveaways, etc.
- Time to proactively 
establish relationships 
with various schools, 
and alternative routes 
to certification 
programs.
- Potential travel 
expenses to engage 
with HBCUs
- Chromebooks for 
completion of 
application at various 
fair
District Website 
adjustment to reflect 
the focus of our 
recruitment efforts


- Recruitment fairs 
vary in their 
effectiveness in 
recruiting applicants
- A smaller applicant 
pool of educators 
who are ethnically 
and culturally diverse
- Lack of interest in 
working in a 
suburban setting that 
is not already known 
to be a diverse 
working environment
- The aforementioned  
requires our 
recruitment efforts to 
be multifaceted. 


- All APS personnel 
with an affiliation 
with recruitment 
need to be abreast of 
the hiring process 
and pertinent 
information related 
to prospective 
candidates
- HR should 
collaborate with 
diverse members of 
the staff to develop 
recruitment 
materials. 
- Ensure that diverse 
representation is 
utilized to 
complement 
engagement efforts







HIRING & SELECTION
Goal Who Manages the 


Goal?
Strategies/Key Activities


(How are we going to do it?)
Indicators of 


Progress
Resources Required Risks and Mitigation Communication/ 


Engagement Efforts(What are we trying to 
do?)


(name, position) What? Who Owns This? By When? (How will we know if 
we are on track for 


success?)


(What people, time, 
money, and 


technology will be 
needed?)


(What could go 
wrong? How will we 
make that less likely 


to happen?)


(Who needs to be 
consulted/ engaged? 


What needs to be 
communicated?


To whom?)


Evaluate current 
interview practices to 


ensure they are 
equitable and 
conducive to 


attracting highly 
qualified candidates 


who are racially, 
ethnically, 


lingustically, and 
culturally diverse. 


- Roberto Medic - 
Assistant 
Superintendent of 
Schools
- Tasonn Haynes - 
Diversity & Inclusion 
Coordinator


- Diverse 
representation during 
the interview process
- Articulate APS goals 
centered on 
Increasing Educator 
Diversity
- Ensure all interview 
committees follow 
uniform processes, 
and include 
opportunities for 
candidates to expound 
on qualifications 
and/or experiences 
that align with our 
Blueprint for 
Excellence.


- Roberto Medic - 
Assistant 
Superintendent of 
Schools
- Tasonn Haynes - 
Diversity & Inclusion 
Coordinator


Spring 2025 - Review 
participation rates of 
current diverse staff 
in interview 
participation.
- Utilize interview 
questions or 
performance tasks 
that grant candidates 
an opportunity for 
candidates to 
expound on 
qualifications and/or 
experiences that 
align with our 
Blueprint for 
Excellence.


- Coverage for diverse 
staff included on 
interviews 
- Time to reevaluate 
current interview 
questions, and create 
a bank of questions 
that speak specifically 
to the importance of 
diversity, equity, and 
inclusion.


- The applicant pool 
for diverse educators 
tends to be rather 
slim based on the 
overall need in the 
state of Connecticut.  
- diverse applicants 
may feel more 
comfortable 
demonstrating 
interest in already 
well-known towns 
who are historically 
more diverse.
- The availability of 
diverse staff may 
prove to be a 
challenge, 
considering the small 
number of diverse 
staff currently 
present in APS. This 
factor is only 
exacerbated by the  
irregularity in timing 
of hiring.  
- Misalignment 
between 
communication and 
action. Regularly 
evaluate the 
recruitment and 
hiring  process to 
ensure that it aligns 
with Avon Public 
Schools' statment on 
equity, and make 
adjustments where 
necessary.                                                                                                                                                                                                          
- The creativity and 
persistence of our 
efforts will aid in 
mitigating some of 
the possible risks. 


Communication to 
all individuals who 
will be a part of any 
interview committee 
in APS:
- APS Increasing 
Educator Diversity 
goals and rationale.                                                                                    
- Anti-bias / hiring 
practice professional 
development
                                                                                       







RETENTION


Goal Who Manages the 
Goal?


Strategies/Key Activities
(How are we going to do it?)


Indicators of 
Progress


Resources Required Risks and Mitigation Communication/ 
Engagement Efforts(What are we trying to 


do? How will you 
sustain educators in 
ways that increase 


their retention?)


(name, position)


What? Who Owns This? By When?


(How will we know if 
we are on track for 


success?)


(What people, time, 
money, and 


technology will be 
needed?)


(What could go 
wrong? How will we 
make that less likely 


to happen?)


(Who needs to be 
consulted/ engaged? 


What needs to be 
communicated?


To whom?)


Retain our current 
diverse staff an any 
newly hired diverse 


staff.


- Roberto Media - 
Assistant 
Superintendent of 
Schools
- Tasonn Haynes - 
Diversity & Inclusion 
Coordinator
- All Avon Public 
School 
Administrators and 
personnel


- Building opportunities for our 
current diverse staff to meet 
with and forge relationships 
with newly hired diverse staff. 
- Continued ALL STAFF PD 
centered on Cultural 
Competency
- Continued district 
recognitions of the rich diversity 
present in Avon.
- Partner with other school 
districts to learn more about the 
effectiveness of  implemented 
affinity groups. 


All Avon District 
employees


Spring 2025 - Retention of 
diverse staff 
- Focused, 
consistent check in 
with diverse staff 
-diverse staff feel 
recognized, and a 
sense of belonging


- Time commitment 
of Assistant 
Superintendent and 
Diversity & Inclusion 
Coordinator
- Funding for possible 
check in events 
(refreshments, etc).
- Infrastructure 
created to allow space 
for diverse staff to 
have an outlet. 


- diverse staff not 
feeling supported 
and/or a sense of 
belonging
- Micro /Macro 
aggressions toward 
or in reference to 
diverse staff
- Packed 
professional 
development 
schedules, so 
prioritizing cultural 
competency in PD 
will prove to send a 
positive message 
about our district 
priorities. 
- Time to partner 
with neighboring 
districts who have 
already begun the 
work and 
implementation of  
the creation of a 
diverse affinity 
group. 


- Increased outreach 
from building level 
Administrators to 
intentionally check-
in with diverse staff. 
- The assignment of 
mentors to support 
diverse staff in each 
building. 
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